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Who is CILC?
 A “Match.com” between educators and live interactive content 
 Thousands of interactive live programs 
 Alignment of standards and evaluated
 by educators 
 Global Members
 Collaboration Center 
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Collaboration Today
Student to Student Projects
From one simple one-time events to global, multi-site events 
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Example of a Project
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Who is CILC?
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Collaborative Resources 
E-Pals 
www.epals.com
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Collaborative Resources 
CAP Space
https://projects.twice.cc/
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Collaborative Resources 
Global SchoolNet 
http://www.globalschoolnet.org/
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Collaborative Resources `
Global Nomads Group 
http://gng.org/
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Collaborative Resources 
Taking It Global 
http://www.tigweb.org/tiged/
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Collaborative Resources 
Flat Connections 
http://www.flatconnections.com/
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Collaborative Resources 
Nepris 
https://nepris.com/
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What do you need to open Global Connections?
Two Feet
A pinch of 
Internet A smoothish mail system
Friend, Colleague, a shot in the dark…  
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Potential Hurdles/Speed Bumps
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Menu To Take Off Horse Blinders
Tired of competing with your’s/
other’s horse blinders towards 
new ideas?
Try providing them with a menu 
of appetizers to use and they 
can taste test as they become 
comfortable!
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Resources
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Flat Stanley 2.0
It’s the 21st century! Stanley has evolved to PDF form! Have each student create one, 
scan them all, and email away!
**Twitter, Facebook, and Email can be your best friend!
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Project Ideas
● Video Pen Pals
● Boomwriter (Alternate Chapters)
● Mystery Skypes (Live & Week long)
○ Mystery Padlets
○ Craig Kemp (@mrkempnz)
● Seesaw Pals
● Night Zookeeper
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Flipgrid
● Mystery Skype (Time Zone issues)
● Virtual Pen Pals
● Research Collaborations 
https://flipgrid.com/4d
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Questions 
Tami Moehring
Email: tmoehring@cilc.org
Phone: 507-215-3705
Twitter: @cilcorg
Facebook: /THECILC
Sean Forde
Email: forde4d@gmail.com
Twitter: @sean4d
Skype: mr4d04
CILC.ORG
Thank you for attending!
